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                               Jody Kruskal Workshop see page 26

Note to ICA members who have not yet paid their
subscription for 2015

The ICA subscription became due on 1st January 2015 and if
you have not yet paid your subscription you should make the
appropriate payment for your membership type and location
in the world as soon as possible if you wish to remain a
member and receive further copies of Concertina World.

You will find the payment details and the renewal form on
pages  32 and 33 respectively  of Concertina World issue
#460 (December 2014).

If you are uncertain as to whether you have already paid
please contact the Membership Secretary Martin Henshaw at
membership@concertina.org
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Editorial
Pauline de Snoo (PS)

A steady flow of very interesting articles has come
my way. Sometimes from surprising sources but
Paul Walker has  become an invaluable
Correspondent who is doing interviews and
coming up with ideas besides the regular
contribution of his Internet Jukebox. For easier access all the links in
that article can also be found on the ICA website.

You will also find that there are some articles which end with a
question to all readers. If you can reply in any way you are most
welcome to send these answers or remarks to the editor and they
will be passed on to the author.
This will most certainly be very much appreciated.

Many events have been included in this edition. Hopefully you will
participate in some of them and photos or reports on these events
are welcome.

The music supplement is again included in the centre pages. With a
special historic item on “Waltzing Matildawhich I hope will interest
you.
If and when you like pdf format of the music in A4 size this can be
provided for easier reading.

You can find the answers to the quiz in CW 460 in this magazine and
we have a prize winner as well, as you will see.

Your editor always values any remarks, ideas or contributions from
you readers.

Enjoy reading.

Pauline<>

Next time:
Interview Rob Harbron and Hawkwood Band january 2015
Your story can also be in there........

    Deadline next Concertina World 15 May 2015.
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A warm welcome to all new members who have joined us:

          in 2014

 Martyn Bradley   Chester
 Linda Britt    Wisbech
 Ruth Carthy    Hampshire
 David Challis    West London
 David Coulter    Whitby
 Johan De With   Holland
 Steve Griffiths   York
 Angela Hammond   Bristol
 Richard Harrison   West Yorkshire
 Margaret Julia Hauser  Oxford
 Daniel Hersh    California, USA
 Alex Holden    Powys
          Stephen Hyde (Rejoined)  Manchester
 David McNamara   Virginia, USA
 Robert Pich    Germany
 John Richards    Preston, Lancashire
 Kay Strosnider   Pennsylvania, USA
 Caitlin Youngquist   California, USA
 Darrel Zell    British Columbia, USA

           in January 2015

 Theodore Groth   Wisconsin, USA
 Patricia Nicklen   Cornwall

Michael Parnell   Leicestershire
 Martin Pratt    Sidmouth
 Elizabeth Shadbolt (Rejoined) West Yorkshire
 Clifford Shiel    Kent
 Noel Ways    Massachusetts, USA
 Claire Wren    Somerset

                            Enjoy your membership.
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX #3
Paul Walker
YOUTUBE is an Aladdin’s cave. At the click of a mouse, you can
dance at an Irish house party, be transported to South Africa or visit
a  Labor Day concertina jamboree in Wisconsin. And all on free WiFi.

For Internet novices: Google YouTube;  then type in the artiste’s
name opposite the icon that looks like a magnifying glass.

First up a rousing 1945 Jo'burg anthem from Willie Gumede & His
Concertina Band   UmgobotI taken from taken from 2011 comp,
“Echoes of Africa.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A8wAlz396zg

Stirring march from Carrick Loyalists, Red Hand Concertina Band -
Red Hand of Ulster: wailing concertinas with delightful bell lyres.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqjWRjvrwqQ

County Clare Music Part 2 “Dancin’ sets round the house & mind the
dresser!” Includes historical footage of farmer musicians such as
Junior Crehan. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Qrfzsc7Cfs

A Northern Lass (slow air ) and A Northern Frisk  (3/2)- duet by Mary
Humphreys on English concertina and Anahata on Anglo concertina-
session stalwarts. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03BOQjgSfUc

The legendary Manley Morris from 1989 inc. renowned figure Caleb
Walker [nb the concertina led band don’t appear till the video end]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBi2LN0LnNQ

Dirk Laas - Concertina Boogie- a lively South African
  trictly  number [Dirk Laas loved boeremusiek and died from a
heart attack while playing the concertina.]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVQnDvIqtqw

"The Four Jacks March" played by Maureen Dwyer on Chemnitzer
concertina (reminiscent of the Ashton-under-Lyne Prize Concertina Band)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TR3JXEU03Gw

Point of Controversy- is the Chemnitzer a proper
Concertina?   CW readers we await your verdict!      <>
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More on the Concertina in Time of War
Bill Finnegan  (author of Tales from Finnegan’s  Wake)

CW 458 and 459 contain short pieces that I submitted
about concertina playing at Stalingrad in 1942-43 and in
London on armistice night 1918.
Reacting to the second piece, Jim Dangarfield sent
Pauline a link to four fascinating pages at the Australian
War Memorial web site, which she forwarded to me in my capacity
as a half-baked history buff.
The pages are about Sergeant Herbert Chudleigh and the two
Lachenal Anglo concertinas he played while on active service with
the Australian Field Ambulance Corp. The site reports that he
enlisted at Sydney in August 1914, served at Gallipoli and in France,
and, as casualties rose in his unit, was promoted from Private to
Lance Corporal, Corporal, Lance Sergeant and Sergeant.
Chudleigh’s letter offering the two concertinas to the War Memorial
says that he would play at the head of the column on the March and
at church events when there was no other instrument available. And
he used his concertina “to knock out some fun in the dug outs
during an impromptu concert or sing-song.” But, of course, this was
not without risk: “Once I thought I had lost it when our dug out was
blown up by a shell. Fortunately I managed to dig it out, all covered
with dirt, but still able to get a tune out of it.”
In August 1916 the Sergeant decided to “pension the old instrument
off,” and he sent it home bearing the autographs of the men in his
unit and the names of the places where he had carried it. (see photo
cover of this magazine)
But then, he explains, “the boys of the unit were so used to the old
instrument that they made a collection and gave me the money to
buy a new concertina, which I had sent from London and which I
carried with me and used to good purpose until I left the unit.”
There is no mention on the War Memorial site of the tunes Sergeant
Chudleigh played, but can there be any doubt that “Waltzing
Matilda” was one of them?  (see page 6 Music Supplement PS)

                                        *****
This past December the media took notice of the centennial of the
unofficial Christmas Truce of 1914 during which roughly 100,000
British and German troops participated in a spontaneous cessation
of fire and extensive fraternization along the Western Front.
Because the truce was reportedly prompted by music issuing from
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the German trenches, I did a little Internet digging to see whether
the concertina was involved, and was very happy to find that it was.

In a letter to his mother, Private Alfred Day of the 1st Battalion
Royal Warwickshire’s reported:  “They were the first to make
friends. About 1 o’clock on Christmas morning they struck up with a
band of concertinas and a cornet. They played ‘Home Sweet Home’
first, then a lot of other tunes finishing up with ‘God Save the King.’
Then in the morning we met them half way between the trenches.”
Similarly, Gerald Blake, another soldier at the Front, wrote to his
mother and brother that “it began with the singing of various songs
by the Germans who also had a cornet and a concertina going. Our
fellows cheered each song and the two sides shouted Christmas
greetings.”  <>

See music supplement for more on possible wartime tunes Waltzing
Matilda and Craigilea. PS
<>

DISTINCTIVE PERFORMANCES!
Claire Wren

J25 came away with distinction at the recent Taunton Music Festival.
They submitted two pieces “The Ringwood Tree” and “Simkeys Toyre
Time”. The adjudicator had not encountered a concertina band be-
fore and said how he had always thought of the concertina as a folk
instrument. He complimented the band on the different atmos-
pheres created in “The Ringwood Tree”, being moved particularly by
the section depicting Remembrance Day. He also enjoyed the vitality
of “Simkeys” and approved of the contrast we offered.

Colin Sleath entered the solo class with an impressive performance
of a Handel sonata accompanied at the piano by Angela Hammond.
Colin was then joined by John Adey to perform duets – also very
impressive.

The Festival is held in February so if anyone else out there wants to
enter you have a whole year to get prepared!
<>
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Timelines of Concertina Builders
Chris Flint

The Timelines grew out of my method of storing data related to
research.  They are generally brief, sometimes too brief maybe!

A lot of the entries are snippets noted in passing whilst looking
around  the internet for anything that may be useful at some time.
Because these Timelines were not originally intended for publication,
foolishly probably, I did not note sources specifically. The fact that I
noted them in the Timelines means that they were ‘out there’
somewhere!

 WHEATSTONE Timeline
1827 Charles and William Moved to 20, Conduit Street
1829 Symphonium Patent No 5803 19th June
1830 ? start of commercial production
1831 John & Charles Crabb joined Wheatstone
1835 more probable production date (S.Chambers)
1836 Start of 'English' numbering system. patent with John Green
1839 Trade Directory- Charles & William listed as 'piano makers'
1843 Listed in The London Street Guide as Wheatstone, Charles
           and William , Concertina makers 20, Conduit Street
1844 Patent taken out No 10041 Feb 8th
1847 Charles married. The London Street Guide entry changes to
          'William Wheatstone Concertina Maker, 20, Conduit street
1848 John Crabb left Wheatstones to join with Nickolds (Nickolds,
          Crabb & Co.)
1851 Great Exhibition. Exhibits on stand 526
1858 1844 patent runs out
1859 MDRA (Musical Directory Registory & Almanac) entry only
          1/3 of the advert devoted to concertinas the rest for
          harmoniums
1860 According to Kenneth Vernon Chidley(a later director of
          Wheatstones) his Grandfather (Edward Chidley) purchased
          the company - C. Wheatstone, in 1860: though Stephen
          Chambers thinks that 1870 may be a more likely date.
1861 William Wheatstone Patent No. 2289 (re-designed English
          System Concertina)
1862 London Exhibition. Death of Wm. D. Wheatstone after
          running the business to this date
1863 First Anglo appears in Wheatstones Ledgers 14th July
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1865 Edward Chidley took over production
1866 Listed as Wheatstone & Co
1871 Patent No 39 taken out with J.M.A. Stroh for a 'gliding reed'
          symphonium
1875 Death of Charles Wheatstone
1897 moved to 15,West Street
1898 First Aeola
1901 raised end Aeola 8 sides
1906 Kenneth Vernon Chidley entered the business
1924 Kenneth Vernon Chidley managed production (Still in
          Harness)- quote from 'Accordion Review' 4/6 June 1950
1945 Moved production to Frederick Close, Stanhope Place. Sales
          stay at West Street

LACHENAL  Timeline

1839 Louis arrives in England aged 18
1841 Louis Lachenal of Fitchfield  (Maybe Litchfield St.) Soho,
          mechanic, and Antoine Vieyres, watchmaker, of Pall Mall took
          out patent for 'Machinery for cutting bottle corks'
1845 Outwork for Wheatstones
1846 Work done to Georges Yard Prince's Street by Wheatstone
1847 Took over from Nickolds at Wheatstones. Started making
          'mass production' machinery for Wheatstones. Married
          J.M.E.Irion
1848 Living at 26, Kings Street. Row of houses in front of Georges
          Yard
1851 Great Exhibition
1853 Lived in Alpha & Omega cottages British School Lane (British
          Grove) according to Chiswick rate books-owned by
          Wheatstone & Co. as 'house & manufactory'
1855 Wheatstones acquired the house beyond the manufactory as
          a 'house' (see entry for 1853)
1856 Last Will & Testament made on 8th May
1858 Contract with Wheatstones appears to have run out.
          Lachenal established as an independent maker- believed to
          be around August. No longer at Alpha & Omega Cottages.
          'house' bought 22nd April 1855 turned into manufactory
1859 All concertinas to be labelled 'Louis Lachenal'. First entry in
          MDRA for Lachenal. Also moved to 8, Little James Street,
          Bedford Row
1861 Death of Louis Lachenal 18th December aged 40
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1862 London Exhibition
1863 Anglo appears in Lachenal advert
1867 Lachenal advertised in the Mdra (and elsewhere) with the
          phrase 'Twenty Years Makers of Wheatstones & Co's Patent
          Concertinas'. Address changed from 8, Little James Street to
          4, Little James Street. Later occupied 4 & 6 Little James
          Street
1871 Elizabeth Lachenal listed in 1871 census as Concertina maker
 1873 Elizabeth Lachenal sold out to 5 workmen
1874 Name changed to Lachenal & Co.
1878 Applied for 'trade mark'
1879 published in Trade Mark Journal
1881 Elizabeth Lachenal listed as 'retired concertina manufacturer'
          in 1881 census
1889 First Edeophone
1935 Closed down

JOSEPH SCATES Timeline

1818 Born 9th  January
1837 Married Mary Ann Dawson
1841 J.Scates Jnr. aged 20 living at St. James Place with wife,
           Mary Ann aged 20, and daughter Ellen aged 3
1842 concert at The New Strand Theatre 'on Wheatstone's patent
           Concertina
1844 Starts business, possibly at 10, Frith Street (2 concertinas
          exist with 10, Frith Street Address) and appears later at 40,
          Frith Street from being a tuner at Wheatstones. Publishes G.
          Regondi's 'Rudimenti Del Concertinista’.
1845 First mentioned in Post Office Guide as 'concertina
          manufacturer.'  Mary Scates died
1847 32, New Bond Street
1848 Married Mary Ann Sounes
1849 Sold business to George Case. Concertina labelled 'Joseph
          Scates 85, Renshaw Street, Liverpool from New Bond Street'
          May 25th Renshaw Street
1850 Feb 6th 46, Grafton Street Dublin. Aug. 2nd 21, Somerville
          Street, Woodside L'pool. Oct 3rd 1, Leinster Street Dublin.
          Oct 28th 28, Westmoreland Street Dublin
1851 Great Exhibition. 28, Westmoreland Street Dublin/11,
          Wellington Rd. Ballsbridge. Listed in Griffith's Primary
          Valuation List 1848-1851 as being in College Green. Takes
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         over W.J.Milne in Doncaster about the 21st Nov. "2nd
          daughter 'Linda' born Dublin
1852 Appears in concert in Doncaster on 13th May. Appears in
          concert June 22nd & 23rd with 'Marie (child prodigy). Sells
          Doncaster business to John Marsh about the end of August.
          Appears in Freeman's Journal advert Dec 1852 at 26, College
          Green
1853 26, Colleege Green Dublin. 52, Rathmines Road (poss. Home
          address). Exhibits and performs at The Irish Industrial
          Exhibition
1855 Son 'Fred Landor' born
1856 26, College Green, Dublin June 17th, 27, College Green and
          8, Church Lane Dublin
1857 26, College Green. Res address  2, Maryville cottages
          Sandymount Road. Publishes 'Regondi, Guilgo. New Method
          for the Concertina'. Dublin: and London: Wessel & Co
1858 27, College Green & 8, Church Lane, Dublin
1861 27, College Green &   8, Church Lane. Home address -1,
          Longford Terrace Kingstown
1862 London Exhibition. 3rd Daughter Annie Florence born Dublin.
          Moved to 15, Westmoreland Street between 16th March and
          7th April
1863  15, Westmoreland  Street Dublin. Home 2, Belgrave Square,
          Monkstown
1864 15, Westmoreland Street Dublin. Branch Est. 2, Goldsmith
          Terrace Bray. Home 2, Belgrave Square Monkstown. Second
          son Harry Wilton born Dublin
1865 Scates announces retirement from 'business'. Sold out to
          Cramer & Co. Branch Est. 2, Goldsmith Terrace, Bray. Still
          listed at 15 Westmoreland Street, Dublin
1866 15, Westmoreland Street, Dublin.Res 35, Upper Baggot
          Street. Teaching at home and at Cramer & Co. Linda wins
          free scholarship to RAM
1867 68, Gloucester Street, Regents Park Road London NW.
          probably 69, Gloucester Crescent. also Listed as oboist in
          advert in The Era Oct 6 1867
1871 69, Gloucester Crescent, Regents Park. listed as 'Professor of
          Violin' in census return
1874 Grand daughter Sylvia born to Linda (nee Scates) and E.
          Dutton Cook
1881 5, Freshfield Terrace Brighton UK with wife Mary Ann (aged
          53) and daughter Annie F  (aged 19) listed as a music
          student
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GEORGE JONES Timeline

1832 Born 29th Feb
1844 Worked for J. Austin (who made pans for Wheatstones).
1850 Apprenticed to J.Austin
1851 Great Exhibition. Worked for Nickolds
1852 Married to Caroline Chard developement of 'Chromatic Anglo-
          German' Concertina
1853 made harmoniums
1857 Took over J.Austin's busines on Austin's death
1861 Fire at Commercial Road
1862 London Exhibition. Married second wife. Moved to 2, Lucas
          Place. Started production of his 'Anglo' after J.Scates had
          seen it and given Jones a 'large' order. Also arranged to
          supply Scates with metalwork and arranged for Bankham
          Card (poss. bellows) & Parrish
1876 Wrote first 'Anglo' tutor
1884 'Perfect' anglo-fully chromatic
1886 Advert claims Jones as inventor of 'Anglo'
1899 retired
1905 bankrupt
1912 Jones writes 'Recollections of the English Concertina from
          1844'

   NICKOLDS timeline

1844 Father & 2 sons employed by Wheatstones as tool makers
1847 seemed to lose out to Lachenal
1848 Started own company (Nickolds, Crabb & Co- also advertising
          as inventor of Anglo concertina) at 5, Woodbridge Street
          Clerkenwell
1851 Great Exhibition
1856 Became Nickolds Bros. then became F.C.Nickolds. Brother
          Thomas was also a maker
1860 Nickolds and Crabb dissolve company. Crabb left
1862 London exhibition. John Nickolds died
1866 F.C.Nickolds at 143, Holloway Road
1876 44, Norlands Road Notting Hill
1888 156, Kingsland Road
1892 F.C.Nickolds died
1885 Annie F. Married
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    CHIDLEY timeline

1825 Rock Chidley Born
1830 Edward born
1848 Rock Chidley produced Ivory ended concertina
1850 Rock Chidley left Wheatstones- started own business near
          Oxford Street.135, High Holborn Road- home address
1851 Great Exhibition. Advert for 1851 Exhibition. Exhibits on
          stand 544
1855 Ad for Harmoniums in Times
1856 Rock Chidley factories at Hollingworth St. North & Wellington
          Street, St James Road Holloway
1858 Publishes 2 tutors one by 'Edwin' (British Library mistake for
          'Edward')
1861 Edward listed at 28, Store Street
1862 London Exhibition. Rock Chidley bankrupt Sept 23 (The
          Times) Sept 1862
1862 Honourable Mention in the medals listing - The International
          Exhibition 1862: class xvi Musical instruments
1865 Edward took over production at Wheatstones. Rock Chidley
          applied for 2 patents - one for railway carriage heating and
          one for a covered walkway between carriages (Chidley Hood)
          both granted Jan 1865
1867 Factory closed.  Advert appeared in The Musical Times for
          sale of R Chidley's tools and stock
1870 Edward listed as 'importer & maker of Harmoniums &
          Concertinas' at Wheatstone address
1870 Rock Chidley Liquidated by Arrangement or Composition with
          Creditors
1871 Rock Chidley listed as Builder in census return
1881 Rock Chidley listed as music seller 1881 census return
1892 Kenneth Vernon born
1894 Rock died 20 June
1896 Gifford Marcus b.
1899 Death of Edward Chidley (the elder) succeded by his son
          'Edward'
1941 Death of Edward Chidley Jnr.
1949 Death of Percy Chidley
1964 Death of Kenneth Vernon Chidley
1980 Death of Gifford Marcus Chidley
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GEORGE CASE timeline

1823 Born Shoreditch
1837 Apprenticed to George Purdy (musician) Citizen and
          Clothworker
1844 Made 'Free'
1845 Took Joseph Case (brother) as Apprentice
1846 Married Selina Catherine Janson
1849 Bought out J. Scates
1850 Listed as a Seraphine maker
1851 Great Exhibition. Exhibits on stand 545
1852 Joseph Case made 'Free'
1855 Sold out to Boosey & Sons  - The Times
1857 Son Born - George Benidict
1859 most of G Case's work after this date was with Grace Egerton
          with Case playing a subordinate role Touring UK
1860 Divorced by Selina Catherine. M. Elizabeth Grace Cruft (stage
          name: Grace Egerton) Touring UK
1861 Touring UK
1862 London Exhibition  Touring UK
1863 Touring UK + Boulogne
1864 Touring UK + Australia, New Zealand, Tasmania & Ceylon
1865 Touring Australia
1866 Touring Australia
1867 Touring Australia
1868 Touring Australia & Ceylon
1869 Touring USA
1870 Return to UK. George Benidict Died. Touring Canada
1871 Touring UK
1872 Grace Dolly Dot Born. Touring UK
1873 Naples then to Bombay
1874 Touring Australia
1875 Touring New Zealand
1876 Touring UK
1878 Touring South Africa

Information Sources include, but not limited to:

       - concertina.net
       - Wes Williams 'other concertina makers' paper on
         concertina.com
       - S. Chambers: Louis Lachenal: 'Engineer and Concertina
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        Manufacturer' (part 1)
        and Some Notes on Lachenal Concertina Production and Serial
        numbers
      - C. Flint 'a Review of Joseph Scates Manufacturer and Professor
         of the concertina'

- George Jones 'Recollections of the English Concertina from
1844' concertina.com

      - Neil Wayne 'Wheatstones Concertina and the History of the
          London Concertina Making Trade 1829 to 1896.
     -    Roger Digby- concertina.net article on Crabb concertinas
     - The Times Digital Archive
        - Freemans Journal and Commercial Advertiser
        - The Irish Times
        - The British -  Library
        - The Era
        - John Bull
        - Belfast News-Letter
          <>

COFF UP!
Claire Wren

The WCCP initiative to provide funding for concertina groups is off to
a good start having approved various applications for funding:

· INTRODUCTION TO THE CONCERTINA - an evening presenta-
tion of the various systems with demonstrations and a “have
a go” opportunity organised by Bob Harvey in his locality.

· KETTLE BRIDGE CONCERTINAS to fund a tutor and playing
day.

· Help for music purchases for the newly formed SQEEZEAST
CONCERTINAS and from J25 CONCERTINA BAND.

· WCCP ALL SYSTEMS GO! WEEKEND - subsidising travel ex-
penses.

· CONCERTINA CONCERT organised by Mike Selley on similar
lines to Bob Harvey’s demonstration.

If you are organising an event or have some other need for help
with funding, check the website for the Concertina Coffer and put in
an application.  <>
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About ‘alto’ concertinas
Johan de With

Although I never saw it in English literature about the concertina,
one sometimes encounters the term ‘alto concertina’ in publications
in other languages.

So for example the Russian Al’fred Mirek (1922-2009). In his Sprav-
ochnik po garmonikam (Moscow, 1968), p. 34-35 he mentions six
kinds: 1. kontsertina-soprano (prima), 2. kontsertina-al’t, 3. kont-
sertina-tenor, 4. kontsertina-bariton’ 5. kontsertina-bas and 6.
kontsertina-kontrabas. He shows images of the first, second (both
octagonal) and fifth (hexagonal) of them, and gives the compass of
the first, third and fourth (for these two both the same!), fifth and
sixth (one full octave below the former), without mentioning the
‘alto’ there.  Virtually the same texts and pictures appear in his
‘Garmonika’ (Moscow, 1994), on p.43-44.

In an earlier work, Iz istorii akkordeona i bayana (Moscow, 1965) he
gives a short biography of Charles Wheatstone and shows only a
picture of an open-pallet model (1829, he writes). He then lists four
kinds: prima, sekunda, bariton, bas, without giving the correspond-
ing compasses.  Besides, given the keyboard layout of English con-
certinas, there seems to be no room between the treble (Mirek’s
‘soprano’) and the tenor.

Where and how Mirek has got his information, living in Moscow in
Soviet times, I do not know. Although I have known him personally,
and he gave me full permission to use his information, he clearly
didn’t want to talk about where it came from. But as to the al’t, pos-
sibly that designation can have had a base in Hector Berlioz’ ‘Grand
traité d'instrumentation et d'orchestration modernes’ in the extend-
ed version of the year 1855, where he writes (section ‘Instruments
nouveaux’, p. 287):
‘Le concertina a sa petite famille complète, indépendamment de sa
parenté avec le Melodium. Il y a le Concertina Basse, l’Alto, et le
Soprano. Le concertina basse a l’étendue du Violoncelle, l’Alto celle
de l’Alto, le Soprano celle du Violon. Le Concertina Soprano est à
peu près le seul employé. Nous donnerons tout à l’heure l’étendue
de ce Concertina, que la popularité qu’il a acquisé en Angleterre a
fait appeler Concertina Anglais’.
In English:
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‘The concertina has its small complete  family, independent of its
relationship to the melodium [a kind of harmonium, invented by
Jacob Alexandre, JdW]. There is the bass concertina, the alto, and
the soprano. The bass concertina has the compass of the cello, the
alto that of the viola, the soprano that of the violin. The soprano
concertina is almost the only one used. We will presently give the
compass of this concertina, which the popularity it has gained in
England has caused to be called English concertina’.

Most likely, Berlioz uses the name ‘alto’ because its compass starts
on the same note as the viola, which in French is called ‘alto’, too,
and he is probably not aware of its English name ‘tenor’, which of
course finds his base in the fact that the lowest note is the same as
that of the tenor voice compass. The name ‘soprano’ for the treble
(like in Mirek) is a bit uncommon, too. Moreover, Berlioz gives the
‘scales’ (‘barbaric’, he calls them) of both sides of the instrument
separately, but with the line notes on the right side and the space
notes on the left. His statement that the concertina is called
‘English’ because it is popular in England seems to ignore the fact
that it is an English invention.

Quite apart from what Berlioz and Mirek say, I found nevertheless in
a Wheatstone ledger an entry:
1930 May 14 Octo duralumin Eb Alto 9¾ 36 keys 32325
If indeed an e flat were the lowest note of this instrument, that
would be exactly between that of the treble (‘soprano’) and that of
the tenor...

So for me, as a relative outsider from the Netherlands, there
remains the question:
Has anybody ever encountered other ‘Alto’ English concertinas?
 <>
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Dapper's Delight : Disguisings
CD review by Peter Dyson

Since the release of their first CD, “Indoors” in 2012
(reviewed in CW 542: Ed), Dapper's Delight has been
busy researching and arranging new musical material.
Towards the end of last year, they recorded and released their
second CD, “Disguisings”. It continues and extends some of the
ideas contained in “Indoors”, and it was definitely worth waiting for.

Dapper's Delight is Susanna Borsch and Adrian Brown. Susanna was
born in Germany, studied recorder at the Amsterdam Sweelinck
Conservatorium, and regularly gives lectures and holds recorder
masterclasses in Germany, Great Britain, and Austria. Since April,
2014, she has taught at the Trossingen University of Music in
Germany. On this recording she plays eight different soprano, alto
and tenor recorders, all made by Adrian. In addition to playing with
Adrian in Dapper's Delight, she plays in several other modern,
experimental, and early-music ensembles, and also pursues a solo
recording career.

Adrian is a recorder
researcher and instrument
maker, and like Jon Swayne
(of Blowzabella), he is a
graduate of the old London
College of Furniture
instrument making course.
On this CD he plays four
different 38 button Jeffries
Anglo concertinas made in

the late 19th century, and
one modern concertina
made in Germany by Jurgen
Suttner.

They are married (to each other) and they both sing on the CD, solo
and duet, in straight tone with very little vibrato, as this music
demands. With eight recorders, five concertinas, and two voices,
there are lots of different register and tonal combinations possible.
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There is plenty to enjoy here. The music on this CD is beautifully
arranged, beautifully played, and beautifully recorded. It is very
accomplished, but without drawing undue attention to itself; it is
very artfully done. And it covers something like 500 years of musical
development, from Elizabethan composer Thomas Weelkes to punk
rocker Ian Dury's hit of 1978.  And on a completely different level, it
serves as a prime example of how to use a concertina, any
concertina, not just the Anglo, to accompany a singer or other
instrumentalist.

It is very difficult to pick out any particular track as the standard of
the whole CD is so high, but some of the Morris dance tunes are real
standouts, along with the song “Once I Loved a Maiden Fair”. And
the final track, “There Ain't Half Been Some Clever Bastards”, the B-
side to Ian Dury and The Blockhead's number-one single “Hit me
with Your Rhythm Stick”, is guaranteed to raise a smile.

For a complete track listing or to buy the CD, go to
www.karnaticlabrecords.com. You can also buy the CD from
www.cdbaby.com or in North America from The Button Box at
www.buttonbox.com

Tracks are also available online from the usual suppliers, including
itunes.apple.com and www.amazon.com, but this means you won't
get the sumptuous illustrated 24-page CD booklet.  The booklet
makes very interesting reading and contains a lot of background
information on all the tunes and songs as well as a comprehensive
list of the tune and song sources.

There are two Dapper's Delight videos promoting “Disguisings” on
YouTube and you will find other videos at www.dappersdelight.com.
<>
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LEVERET: New Anything, RootBeat Records RBRCD23
Cd review by Brian Peters

Leveret is the hot new band on the neo-trad instrumental scene at
the moment, and small wonder with a line-up of Andy Cutting, Rob
Harbron and Sam Sweeney.  Readers of this journal will know all
about the talented, innovative and tasteful English concertina player
Rob Harbron, and they will surely not be unaware of Andy Cutting's
pre-eminence on the button accordion (melodeon) and Sam
Sweeney's talents as a fiddler.  As a trio they're mesmerising.

New Anything – named after a quirkily-titled tune in that essential
English music companion John of the Green: The Cheshire Way, is
an exclusively instrumental collection, ranging from Playford to
Morris Dance, with a welcome relish for the 3:2 hornpipe.  Several
original compositions nestle comfortably amongst the centuries-old
pieces.  The interplay simply wonderful – typically the melodeon
exchanges the melody line with the fiddle, which also leaps off into
harmony and extemporization, while the concertina supplies rich
swatches of harmony, or weaves delicate traceries in the high
register.  There's no showing-off, no aimless noodling – everything
serves to develop the tune in interesting ways.  The musicianship
exhibits great delicacy, precision and subtlety – though there's some
satisfyingly crunchy playing too – and each successive hearing
reveals additional layers of invention.

Bagpipers (from the late 18th century Mittel MS) is a splendid
opener, a simple and repetitive melody lifted onto a higher plane by
a slow-burner arrangement with sonorous viola and all three
instruments dancing around one another. Northern Lass (not the
Lake District tune of that name) is given a sparse, edgy treatment
before segueing into Andy Letcher's splendid The King's Barrows,
with thunderous accordion basses. Jenny Pluck Pears is eerie and
ethereal, fading to a whisper, whereas the Cutting / Harbron medley
matching It's A Square World with Cossack Square is a much more
rumbustious beast. Glorishears recalls John Kirkpatrick's glorious
curtain-raiser to Plain Capers – perhaps unsurprisingly, since Andy
Cutting (then a ridiculously talented teenager) once told me that his
musical education consisted in part of working out every
instrumental in JK's repertoire!  It's excellent, and so is the
production.  I can't praise it highly enough. <>
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“Seas of Doubt & Rocks of Repentance” by Stuart Estell
Cd review by Paul Walker

Stuart Estell is one of the new wave of young concertina players. He
performs as Lachenalia and Noise Against Mothers, as well as under
his own name. He plays and teaches the Duet concertina, both
Jeffries and Maccann; also G/D Anglo (I remember him tutoring at
the Swaledale Squeeze). He can be seen on a clip on the Internet
duetting with Laura Cannell, fiddle, at the Wray Castle “Medieval
Uprising” event for the final piece in her set, “The Drowned
Sacristan”. I would have classed his music as left field/experimental
(titles of his recordings include “Mother’s Thinking Bath” and “the
Hero the Listener and the Blank”. Also he lists instruments on the
CD as tuba, drones, piano, improv, kitchen sink). However here he
has produced an album of songs of the sea with a very traditional
approach. It’s basically solo singer accompanied by concertina with
very much the live feel of a folk club performance.  He invites
comparison with legends such as Cyril Tawney and Nick Jones by
including versions of “Sally Free and Easy” and “Canadee-i-o”.

The tracks on the CD can be tasted as a free sample from his
website Lachenalia Music, and then purchased for a minimum of £5
as high-quality downloads in a choice of formats. A very fair and
generous approach I think. These recordings use very little
compression and were recorded live with no overdubs or editing.
There are detailed notes re the source of the songs noting the
author’s indebtedness to the singing of Peter Bellamy, on the
version of “On Board and 98”. This is my favourite song on the CD,
though not for the fainthearted as it’s complete with joyous whoops
and salty language.

I’m impressed by Stuart Estell’s concertina playing throughout the
CD: he provides an effortless bounce which drives the song along,
combined with melodic fills. His timing is immaculate; all the more
noteworthy as he switches between Duet and Anglo concertina. He
notes that his priority was for the feel of a performance rather than
technical accuracy in e.g. the singing. This does result, in my
opinion, in a distinct unevenness in the vocals over the CD. On
several tracks, I think, he has chosen to sing in too low a key. Two
of the tracks, where he plays Jeffries Duet, are pitched in the key of
C; I’m sure his voice would have been able to handle either C sharp
or D. Having said that, altering the key on the concertina is a whole
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“Waltzing Matilda” and “Thou Bonnie Wood o'Craigielea”
Pauline de Snoo

Having read the story from Bill Finnegan, which you can read else-
where in this magazine, and Bill suggesting that “Waltzing Matilda”
might be nice for the music supplement, I did some research. It is
said that WM was possibly loosely based on the Scottish tune Crai-
gielea. Thus I have included in this magazine a version of both
tunes arranged by Andrew Partington and a simpler one as well as
the handwritten original manuscript by Christina MacPherson and
my own comparing version. In this last one I have put both melo-
dies under each other and added some of the text so you can see
for yourself what the similarities and differences are.

Several questions came up like:
- Was “Waltzing Matilda” really consciously based on

“Craigielea”?
- Did Christina MacPherson maybe just know the melody and

then wrote her tune, using unconsciously the original or
maybe did she remember it slightly differently? Most logical
conclusion.

- The rhythmic notation in the handwritten manuscript is a
little funny in the refrain.

- Composers often write music that can be heard in other mu-
sic because of an inherent musical memory. You cannot for-
get things that are somewhere in your memory when writing
a new piece of music.

- Logical combinations of notes can easily lead to similar
tunes. We have only 12 notes in our Western music.

Read below what I found about the tunes on the internet website
http://www.contemplator.com/scotland/craiglea.html

“This ballad (Craigielea) was written Robert Tannahill (1774-1810).
The music was written by Robert Barr (1770-1836). According to
the Ballad Index, the song was first published circa 1818.

Tannahill wrote the following epigram to Barr:
There's blithe James Barr
From St. Barchan's town,
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When wit gains a kingdom,
He's sure o' the crown.*

Craiglea was located in north-west Paisley, where Tannahill was
from. According to legend, Craigielea is the tune on which Waltzing
Matilda was based. Christina MacPherson is said to have heard a
quick march arrangement of the tune and used it to create an 1895
version of Waltzing Matilda. This tune was further simplified by
Marie Cowan in 1905.

The correct tune for Craigielea is not related to Waltzing Matilda.
However, the tune noted down by Christina MacPherson is related to
Waltzing Matilda.** There is speculation that she misremembered
the tune.

From Songs of Scotland, Royal Edition, Vol. II and Scottish Songs
:“The words to Waltzing Matilda were written in 1895 by Andrew
Barton (Banjo) Paterson. It is believed the music is based on an old
Scottish tune Craigielea.”

And more on the website http://www.todayinliterature.com

“Paterson's "Waltzing Matilda":

On this day in 1864 A. B. ("Banjo") Paterson, the Australian bush
poet who wrote "Waltzing Matilda", was born in New South Wales.
The story of the creation of Australia's unofficial national anthem is
an engaging one, a convergence of history, politics, biography, ety-
mology and irony that unravels in all directions. In 1894 Paterson
was a thirty year-old city lawyer with a distaste for both cities and
the practice of law. He preferred horses, history and his outback
home, and writing ballads about them. While on a visit with his fian-
cé to Dagworth Station (large ranches, originally run by the govern-
ment on convict labor) in Queensland, Paterson was taken with a
nameless tune that he heard his hostess play on the piano from
memory. Having decided to set words to it, Paterson immediately
found his raw material in his host's guided tour of the Station, which
included a description of those events surrounding the eight-day
Shearers' Strike several months earlier. The "swagman [a drifter or
itinerant sheep-shearer, carrying his swag or blanket-roll] camped
by a billabong [waterhole]" was Samuel "Frenchy" Hoffmeister. He
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was a militant member of the Shearers' Union, thought to have
been the one responsible for burning down the Dagworth woolshed,
killing 140 sheep. He was not relaxing "under the shade of a cooli-
bah [eucalyptus] tree" but hiding out. If "he sang as he watched
and waited 'til his billy [tin can of water] boiled," it would have been
very softly. When the swagman "stowed that jumbuck [sheep] in his
tucker [food] bag" he was adding the fuel of poaching to the fire of
political and class war. When "up rode the squatter [wealthy land-
owner], mounted on his thoroughbred," backed by "the troopers,
one, two, three," it was a contest no swagman -- least of all a mili-
tant unionist-arsonist-poacher -- could win. When he suicidally
"leapt into the billabong," crying "You'll never catch me alive," it was
the leap of a cornered, outback, underclass, convict-bred martyr, to
the cry of 'up yours, mate.'

"Frenchy" Hoffmeister, the historical swagman, shot rather than
drowned himself, and was from German stock, as was the expres-
sion "waltzing Matilda." Auf der walz means to 'go on the tramp' or
hit the road, used in Germany to describe traveling workers or sol-
diers on the march; a Matilda came to mean those women who fol-
lowed the soldiers, to 'keep them warm.' Eventually the soldier's
greatcoat or blanket was a Matilda. Thus Paterson's swagman-hero
was not only without justice, or food, or a way out, but a woman's
warmth. And the nameless tune that Paterson first heard at Dag-
worth Station and took for his swagman turned out to be a version
of the "Craigielee March," which was itself taken from a century-old
Scottish air called "Thou Bonnie Wood of Craigielee." There may be
older, less direct roots for the tune that Paterson made famous, but
"Craigielee" was written by Robert Tannahill, a lonely, semi-cripple
who would escape to the woods, and whose final relief was to kill
himself by drowning. ”

And there is a lot more to be found if you have access to the
internet.

<>
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lot more difficult than on a guitar where the use of a capodastro
makes it very easy to slide up or down a semitone.

Several of the tracks, most notably the Sir Patrick Spens have a
carefully constructed build-up in tension, here using piano. Actually
I think this might have benefited from some delicate use of left-field
Electronics in the style of Brian Eno and his Obscure records. Overall
this is an extremely promising album from Stuart Estell: he is a fine
concertina player and an engaging singer however some of the vocal
performances on the CD, I feel, required more care and attention.
What passes muster on a live gig type situation, may prove
disappointing with the repeated listens of a CD. <>

So you know your Concertina?, but what is inside?
The winner of this quiz in CW 461 is Sean O'Dwyer of Dublin
who has been sent a surprise. Congratulations Sean.

Answers to the quiz in CW 460:

 1 Damper                            2 Pad

 3 Key                                  4 Fretting/ Action box cover

 5 Lever                               6 Wrist strap

 7 Valve                       8 Bellows

 9 Palm rest                      10 Finger slide

11 Bellows frame            12 Reed pan

13 Top skive or run            14 Thumb strap

15 Reed                       16 Chamber

17 Gasket                      18 Bellows papers

19 Adjusting thumb screw or strap screw

20 Action box

<>
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Jazz on the Concertina (interview with Johan Verbeek)
Paul Walker

PW: I’ve been wanting to play jazz on the
concertina for a while. Johan Verbeek is one of the
few people I know who does-so I wrote to ask his
advice.

PW: I want to explore playing different genres on
the concertina Johan. Any thoughts about how I can best start
playing Jazz?
JV: I suppose you should start with the kind of jazz you listened
most often. The fun about jazz is improvising and improvising starts
with music in your head. So all the music that's already there in
your head makes up your musical vocabulary.
Any melody that got stuck in your head is part of you.
Find those melodies on your instrument.
I'm an electric guitar teacher by profession and I see that especially
students who rely only on dots find this difficult. Students who treat
dots as rather annoying memo's are often better at improvising.

Johan having fun with “bending” a
note on the concertina   >

So figure out those jazz themes that
got stuck in your head, and figure
out in what key the melody feels
most comfortable on your
instrument.
To me, this process of searching a
melody on your instrument is
essential for learning to improvise. Taking a shortcut by reading the
dots skips a lot of the musical process.

PW: Musicians often “jazz up” a standard. What exactly does this
mean? Is it to do with syncopation or their approach to a tune?
JV: Could be the syncopation, but more often it will have to do with
the chords. Most jazz tunes are based on regular pop, or musical
tunes. In most cases jazz musicians change the chords to make
improvising more interesting. As chord notes lay out the track for
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improvising, other chords may open new ideas.

PW: What about the instrument? Does jazz better suit an Anglo
concertina (such as you play) or an English system?
JV: It's actually ridiculous to attempt playing jazz on a 30 key
Anglo, I'm afraid. Every key has its own awkward bellow problem.
And it's not unusual in jazz to change key within a tune. So an
English concertina would  be more practical. In a search for the
most comfortable type of concertina to play jazz you'll probably end
up with a duet. But I love my Anglo, nor can I afford another one so
every now and then I accept the challenge.
PW: Does the key matter? The written music for jazz I’ve seen is
often in several flats; a problem I found with the key of A flat on the
English system, was that you had a choice of which notes to play in
the scale (and didn’t necessarily have to play on alternate sides of
the concertina).
JV:B flat instruments rule in jazz. So most tunes are transposed to
the key that's most comfortable for a saxophone or trumpet player.
I would do the same when playing jazz on a concertina, figure out
the most comfortable key on my instrument.
A flat on an Anglo is rather dramatic, I would transpose it to G.

PW: There are many genres of jazz-I’ve heard of Dixieland, Swing,
Modern jazz, Bebop. Where would you start?
JV: Again, start with the style you listened most, start with the
music in your head. So if you would like to play some style you
didn't listen much, start with listening a lot.

PW: Can you recommend any particular jazz tunes that work well on
the concertina?
JV: On some tunes you can improvise just in one key for instant
bluesy type of tunes. All kinds of blues of course but also hardbop
tunes like the Horace Silver tune "Song for my Father"
Standard tunes like “Autumn Leaves” that mainly uses major and
minor keys that are made of the same material, so you need only
one set of buttons.
Some tunes are like improvisational etudes. Simple tunes with
structured kind of modulation, repeating chord patterns to different
keys. tunes like Blue Bossa, Tune Up, Four, Solar.

PW: YouTube is a great place to listen to/try out new kinds of music
without shelling out a fortune on CDs; which artists/composers do
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you listen to? Any other Internet sites that are useful?
JV: Being a guitarplayer I listened a lot to great guitarplayers like
Jim Hall, Jimmy Raney, Bill Frisell, Jesse van Ruller. And of course
jazz giants like Charlie Parker, Sonny Rollins and Miles Davis.
On my concertina I mainly play Dutch 18th century popular music
and Dutch traditional dance music. So I am curious how eventually
all this music will get mixed up.
Music streaming services as Spotify and Deezer open up hours and
hours of interesting music and search possibilities.

PW: Most of the tunes I play tend to use either straight major or
minor scales; does jazz use different scales-blues or modal?
JV: Jazz uses all possible musical means, so everything that goes on
in music is potentially material for a jazzmusician. And that's part of
the fun of course.
If you analyze a melody and the underlying chords you'll see that
the keynotes of the melody are chord notes and the other notes
somehow related to them. All those notes together look like scales.
But when improvising you actually hop from one chord note to
another with the scale as a lifeline.
So knowing your chords is more important than knowing your
scales. In Older style jazz like New Orleans style you see that the
improvisations are mainly made of chord notes.

PW: I came across a good web site with free sheet music the Real
Book site (which has a Facebook page). I think this relates to the
Hal Leonard books? I do like to have some “dots” as a starting
point.
JV: The Real book originally was a compilation of handwritten jazz
tunes made by students of Berklee College of Music in Boston in the
'70. It became an illegal worldwide hit amongst jazzmusicians as
their bible of standard repertoire. Publisher Hal Leonard copied it
and made a legal version.
There are a lot of Real books on the market now.
There are also nice apps available for smartphones, tablet etc. like
iReal. These apps can generate a backingtrack on any given chord
pattern. And in different styles and your own key or tempo. You can
load the whole Realbook in this app.

PW: The guitar was my first instrument. I understand chord triads &
7ths. But jazz musicians seem to use major 7ths –or 9ths, 11ths &
13ths. Can you tell me how to find a way to use/understand these?
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JV: Chords are made of stacked thirds. So a simple triad is made of
two thirds on top of each other. A G chord i.e. is g-b-d. Jazz chords
are often made of higher stacks of thirds. A G7 is g-b-d-f, A G9 is
g-b-d-f-a. So the number is the top of the stack. But in this G9 you
can find d-f-a which itself is a D minor chord. So a G13 is a big pile
of thirds with a rather complex sound. But you can split it up in a G
bassnote followed by an E minor triad and a D minor triad. Try it,
you'll recognize the sound of the horn sections on old rhythm &
blues records. It gets easier for the ear that way, and not
unimportant, easier to play on a concertina.
Most Jazz players will improvise on the chords, more than around
the basic tune…

Thanks Johan. The tune I’ve been working on first (dots from that
Real Book site) is “Jellyroll” by Charles Mingus. Let’s see if we can
get a jam session going at the next Swaledale Squeeze
JV: Challenge accepted but ehh.. no A flat please let’s play it in G
-----------------------------------------------------
Johan can be seen on You Tube, in a video of Swaledale
Squeeze 2014, improvising in a duet with Pauline de Snoo.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=swaledale+2014+i
camaster
<>
Jody Kruskal workshop and concert in Lewes, Sussex –
November 2014
Tim Stansfeld (photos Valmai Goodyear)

Jody Kruskal, the New York-based Anglo player and singer of old-
time Americana, was in the UK for a short concert tour in
November.  And before his performance at Lewes Saturday Folk
Club Jody ran a day workshop in the town for players of all
concertina systems.  For me, an “intermediate” English system
player interested in song accompaniment, this looked right up my
street.
11 of us had signed up for the workshop, held in a room above a
pub in the centre of town, and over a pre-workshop coffee we soon
found out that we were a good cross section of the interests
concertina players have - six English and five Anglo players,
interested variously in song accompaniment, playing for dancing
and concertina ensembles.
Jody had sent out sheet music for three old-time American tunes in
advance, and for the first two sessions we focussed on these.  For
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the Anglo players Jody had provided
full arrangements in Anglo tablature.
For the English players there were
chords for us to use, but no actual
arrangements.
I’m always a bit unsure how well
Anglo-playing styles will translate to
the English concertina, but Jody had
enough knowledge of the instrument
to provide us with useful ideas.
Indeed as an aficionado of all things
concertina, Jody’s website provides
profiles and links to the playing of
several English system players from
the US whom he admires, as well as
Anglo and Duet players.
Soon we English players were adding
thirds, sixths, or even an octave and a
third notes below the tune, trying to
play punchy low notes under a legato
melody line.  Very reminiscent of the advice (and exercises) which
Michael Jary had given to his workshop group at Witney back in
September.
And as well as playing as a group Jody encouraged each of us to
play our efforts solo.  To say I executed his suggestions competently
on the day would be untrue, but I made an enjoyable (and
reasonably harmonious) start, and it has formed a good basis for
practice since.  Several of the Anglo players, armed with the
tablature, made a pretty decent fist of it straight away.
We also all had a chance to perform a song or tune of our own
choosing to the group, and get feedback on our playing and
arrangement style.  It was great to play for, and hear, so many
other concertina players in a supportive atmosphere.  One or two
performances sounded like the finished article to me, but for most
of us the advice we took away will help us in our quest to master
the art!
Soon the workshop ended, but we still had Jody’s evening
performance to savour.  The Lewes club maintains the time-
honoured tradition that every audience member who so wishes can
have a floor spot.  So before Jody’s sets, the added influx of
workshop participants resulted in a total of eight concertina players
taking floor spots  - great fun, and very nice to be so welcomed by
club regulars.
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And then we came to Jody’s tour-de-force.  The man is an absolute
riot of energy, a tremendous player, lusty singer and great
dispenser of both wit and detail about the history of the songs he
sings.  The audience had a great time and I’m pretty sure Jody did
too.  A fine end to the day.

For info on future Lewes workshops visit:
www.lewessaturdayfolkclub.org/ For more on Jody Kruskal visit
his website: http://jodykruskal.com/                   <>

Interview with Randy Stein
Pauline de Snoo

Triggered by an email sent by Randy with some photos:
“I was part of the musical clown duo Bello & Stein. Also performed
solo at the 1982 Worlds Fair in the US. See photos.”

I sent the following reply and an interview developed:
“Thank you for letting me know. Would you like to write more about
your duo or is there anyone or a place where I can find more
information about your activities?
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Although first hand experiences are the most interesting.
What music did you play or use?”

The act was Bello & Stein. We were a musical acrobatic clown act.
This predates the internet. Joey Bello and I worked together on and
off for about 7 years, In 1979 I had a bad accident that curtailed my
acrobatic circus career and I went solo concentrating more on mu-
sic.

Joey Bello (aka Joe Binder) is a
magnificent mandolin player who
studied with Jethro Burns and Giovanni
Vicceri. We played some swing in the
style of Tiny Grimes/Stephan Grapelli
as well as blues in the style of Ledbelly
and Sonny Terry/Brownie McGee.  I
studied with Boris and Sergey Matuse-
witch. Though I performed classically I
really concentrated on jazz and arrang-
ing for self accompaniment. I play in
restaurants and cafes and the occa-
sional concert with various iterations of
assorted trios and duos and bands.
Back in the 70s and 80s I did lots of studio work for jingles and
overdubs on recordings. I had the gift of recording with John and
Yoko on Double Fantasy.

Today I work in a 10 piece Jewish folk band, Ein Lanu Z'man (CD
available on CD Baby). Last year Jim Besser and I started a trio, the
Squeezers, with melodeon, Anglo and English concertinas perform-
ing in local festivals and coffee houses in the area. I have an exten-
sive solo repertoire and perform a couple times a month at a local
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Cafe and coffee house in the area.

I take it that you started performing with Joey Bello in about 1972.
Did you always play the English concertina? And how and when did
you come to the instrument?

I first met Joe and our friend and world renowned ventriloquist and
puppet maker John Arvites in 1973. We started a comedy group
called the Misfit Shop. I picked up the EC around then (I was al-
ready a musician). I moved back to NY and began a career in vari-
ety entertainment as well as studying with Boris Matusewitch. Joe
moved a year later and we started working together in NY. I took to
the instrument in earnest when Boris began to push me to play
more classically. He also helped me learn a lot of his solo
arrangements. I would often change some of the chording and he
would argue that's not how he did it.

When Boris died in 1977 or 1978 I began studying with his brother
Sergei. We played the Bach and Vivaldi double violin concertos at
Lincoln Center and as part of a summer concert series with the NY
Balaika Orchestra. I made my living playing and performing on the
EC until 1986. I decided to go into a different profession (civilian
life) and spend time with my new family.

I still played now and then but around 2008 began performing with
my friend Rodger French, a world class accordionist. We subse-
quently started The Rodger French Trio performing in the hot jazz
style from 2010-13. Rodger currently lives in Buenos Aires.

Thank you very much Randy, I have two questions below.

1. What was your first instrument and what genre did you play then
as a professional musician before the Concertina?
(I have found the website Ein Lanu Z'man and the facebook page
DCSqueezers of the new trio, they are very interesting.

2. Did you go into entirely different jobs between 1986 and 2008 as
I understand it? And then back to music as a profession?

I started studying music when I was 7, solfeggio, but started on
trombone when I was 10. Played in school bands and then in high
school started playing jazz and had my own Dixieland band. Also
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played as a pick-up in a salsa band when I was 17.

The music industry changed quite a bit in the early 80s, especially
the recording industry with the advent of electronic music and com-
puters able to recreate the sounds of various instruments. That
work began to dry up and playing in restaurants and cafes, with a
new baby and living in NY was not cutting it. I never liked being on
the road that much and so made a serious life choice. My wife and I
were both in the arts and left it to start and raise a family.
Though I enjoyed playing more traditional and folk music, that was
never my forte and so I never became part of those communities.
Since coming back to music again I still hold a full time job but play
on the side. The kids are grown and so time and desire permit me to
reinvest in what defines me: arranging and playing music I love on
the English Concertina.

You mentioned before that you are now playing from a very exten-
sive solo repertoire.
Can you name some of that music, which are your favourites and
which are most popular with the audience and possibly there are
some that you would share with me to be reproduced in the music
supplement?

I play a lot of popular American, French and Italian standards. Most
of the music I have written for the concertina comes from sheet mu-
sic from the hand of Boris Matusewitch. I usually just arrange from
a piano/vocal score or even a lead sheet. But I stopped writing out
anything years ago. I just work on a piece till I like what I do and
then memorize it. I have about 3 full sets of music I play self ac-
companied. Here is a you tube of one of the more popular Matuse-
witch arrangements I play and a sound cloud of a jazz tune I
recently arranged and performed at NESI this year, 'Round Midnight'
by Thelonius Monk.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgaghXuAB4M
https://soundcloud.com/user827948939/round-midnight-by-
thelonius

And a bonus for the holiday season:
https://soundcloud.com/randy-stein-1/chestnuts-roasting-on-an-
open-fire (Published on the ICA website)
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There are those nice days where I go down to the waterfront of Al-
exandria, VA where I live, sit on my stool, open my case and play
for a couple hours. People stop and sit on the benches to listen and
I have wonderful conversations just because I played a French waltz
or an Italian mazurka to which they hear and respond. Being a mu-
sician and one lucky enough to play the English Concertina has af-
forded me opportunities, situations, invitations, introductions, and
memorable life events that other people only dream or read about.
It's been a great gift to my life.

For more information visit:
Randy  https://www.facebook.com/DCsqueezers
http://einlanuzman.com/
<>
A New Group “SqueezEast Concertinas”
By David Nind

After more than twelve years the East Anglia Concertina Players
(EACP) are retiring and are pleased to announce the forming of a
new group with the title of SqueezEast Concertinas.

As yet a small but perfectly formed group they are already creating
further interest, and are meeting once a month in Mid Norfolk. Cur-
rently mostly playing music from the British Folk Tradition, along
with other music arranged for concertina ensemble, reading from
the dots. They plan to do a bit of busking and hopefully some small
public performances.  They also hope to secure the future of the
long running event SqueezEast when the current organisers retire
after this year's event on Sunday June 7th.

Enquiries about joining the new group are welcome from players or
potential players of any concertina system and mentoring/tuition is
available for beginners on both Anglo and English systems. Please
contact them by email  at squeezeastconcertinas@gmail.com.
Alternatively phone Sally on 01362 858465 or Mike on 01603 882041

Setting up the new group was supported by advice and donations
from the WCCP Concertina Coffers and from The East Anglia Concer-
tina Players, for which SqueezEast Concertinas extend grateful
thanks.
The group is an Affiliated Member of EFDSS.
<>
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Amplifying the Concertina
Arthur Brine

Just before Christmas I was asked if I could provide concertina
accompaniment for a group of carol singers.  In a moment of
weakness I agreed - most of my decisions seem to be made in
moments of weakness. However I realised that unlike her older
sister, the melodeon and her big brother the accordion, the output
power of a concertina is much lower. What I needed was a simple,
suitable, cost effective method of amplifying it.

I experimented using an electret microphone (it having a flatter
frequency response than a dynamic) placed 30  cm in front of the
concertina but the wind noise, even with a muff on, was almost as
loud as the sound picked up from the instrument. The microphone
needed to be as near to the keys as possible.
As we know, the sound emanating from a concertina is bipolar, the
sound being projected sideways from each end of the instrument. I
realised therefore that in order to faithfully produce an equal volume
of sound from each note played, that two identical microphones
would be required ideally fixed to each end of the instrument.

To start with, I merely clipped a tie clip style microphone onto the
‘spare end’ of each thumb strap.  The microphone leads being thin
do not impede movement of the bellows. This arrangement worked
well but then a friend suggested I try Velcro. The body of the actual
microphone has only a small surface area therefore I retained the
clips and fixed a piece of Velcro directly to them. I fixed another
piece of Velcro just under the finger rests.
Electret (capacitor) type microphones require a DC bias voltage. The
amplifier I used for test provided this but the one we were to use
doesn’t.  In order to overcome this I wired each microphone into a
small hand-held box housing a battery. A clip on the back enables
the unit to be worn on a belt. The final arrangement is shown on the
photo.

Please feel free to contact me if you would like further information.
Membership Secretary WCCP. email apbsound@aol.com
<>
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ALTERNATIVE  TEMPERAMENTS FOR CONCERTINAS
A personal journey of discovery,......... and still travelling!
Geoff Wooff.  Limousin, France, January 2015.

The tempering of musical scales is a subject of particular importance
to the keyboard musician although for the most part we play, or put
up with, whatever temperament the constructor or tuner of our in-

struments has decided upon.  Since the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury the commonly preferred tuning system has been Equal
Temperament, at least in Western Art Music and its derivatives. The
main reason for its adoption would appear to be that far reaching
modulations (radical shifting of key during a piece) could be accom-
plished without causing further tuning problems.

Equal Temperament (ET) is a scale system where the octave is di-
vided into 12 equal semitones and as such it is a mathematical divi-
sion that allows only one harmonically perfect interval, the Octave.
In short ET sounds equally good (or bad) in all keys.  This was
thought to be an improvement, allowing the composer greater free-
dom of expression and quelling arguments as to the exact pitch of
intervals, however the introduction of this temperament caused
problems for the musicians and technicians. Piano tuners, for in-
stance, had to be re-trained because ET was not tuneable in the old
ways and required the tuner to listen to and judge the amount of
discord in the intervals. Of course these days, with the ready availa-
bility of Electronic Tuners, we can all judge the in-tune-ness of notes
at the press of a switch.

It is common practice these days to avoid certain intervals that, in
ET, are annoyingly discordant. The Piano ameliorates these harsh
chords, to some extent, because the three strings that sound for
each note (over much of its keyboard) are not quite tuned exactly to
the same pitch, they 'sing' slightly and soften some of the unpleas-
antness. Two or three voices not quite tuned the same are a com-
mon feature of Accordeons... perhaps for similar reasons.

The Concertina with its single Free Reed can pronounce chord inter-
vals with great clarity and thus the less pleasant intervals can grate
on the sensitive ear. Of course it does depend on the actual instru-
ment, the position within the range and the actual ear. When I be-
gan to play the Concertina and knew nothing of all this, just
accepting that this is the way a concertina sounds, I will admit to a
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certain degree of disappointment that one of the most convenient
harmonising intervals on an English keyboard, the Major Third, was
the very worst sounding chord of all.

In 1975 I became friendly with Steve Dickenson, visiting him to get
concertinas repaired, he showed me how to tune the reeds which
was something I had experimented with prior to this by getting my
wife to play a note from my good concertina as a comparison to a
reed I was trying to correct the tuning of.

Emigrating to Australia in 1976 I purchased my first Electronic Tuner
and began to supplement my income by repairing and tuning con-
certinas, buying and selling them to some extent as well. In the
course of doing this I came across instruments that were tuned in a
decidedly different way, the Ab's and G#'s were not pitched quite
the same as was also the case with the D#'s and Eb's.  I noted how
sweet those horrible ET thirds had become in this type of tuning.  I
recalled conversations with Harry Crabb where he described instru-
ments tuned in this fashion as being in Uneven Temper. These in-
struments were invariably Victorian period Englishes. I was intrigued
but save from trying to copy this tuning I did not know the hows or
whys of it.

During those years I tuned instruments for some fine musicians and
recall one of them testing his freshly corrected concertina only to
say "well, yes it is now tuned correctly but does not sound correct to
my ear". I had to admit that he had a point but the reasons for this
were beyond me.

Shortly after this I dived into the very different world of Bagpipe
making, and for my pains I am still there. These drone based instru-
ments cannot really tolerate Equal Temperament scales and in fact
they do not need to be tuned in that way because they each would
be used in a very limited and related range of keys. It is possible to
achieve a set of 'Perfect' intervals if an instrument does not need to
change key. A perfect interval being where two notes form an har-
monically copasetic chord, in other words 'not tempered'.  Amongst
all these beautiful intervals were the Perfect Major Thirds that I had
craved!  Oh why could my Aeola not produce such chords?

During the early 1980's I began to read what little I could find on
the subject of musical instrument tunings and discussed it with
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some knowledgeable individuals. I recall experiments like resetting
the notes of one lady's Anglo so that they agreed with the scale of
her son's Uilleann pipes, these instruments were played together.
This was in some ways quite radical because any Anglo player who
plays along the rows would have had quite a shock trying to play
that instrument as it would appear to be totally out of tune.  I have
used this type of Monochord tuning again more recently on Jacque-
line McCarthy's A/E Jeffries which is used in duet with the B pitched
Pipes of her husband Tommy Keane.

Early in the '80's I had the opportunity to study a Victorian period
English where enough of the Uneven Temper remained in tune that
an accurate chart could be made and the original type of tempera-
ment defined. This turned out to be what is called Quarter Comma
Meantone. It would appear that this particular temperament was the
usual alternative to ET during the early/mid Victorian period, Regon-
di in fact having one concertina tuned Equal and another in Mean-
tone.

A very short explanation of the term "Quarter Comma Meantone":
Before the advent of devices to measure pitches musicians would
have to tune their instruments by ear. Listening to intervals and
adjusting one of the notes until the most pleasing chord was real-
ised. If one tunes a series of perfect fifths; C to the G above, then
that G to the D above, the D to the next A and from that A to the
next higher E.... then tune the octave notes back from these so that
you arrive at an E note that is a major third above that starting note
of C.   Then one would notice that although the fifths sound perfect
the third from C to E is displeasingly out of tune by an amount
called the Syntonic Comma. So to correct this anomaly one can
make each of those perfect Fifths slightly closer together, slightly
out of tune by an amount equal to 1/4 of the Syntonic Comma. So,
now the Fifths are not perfect and they will 'sing' slightly but not
enough to cause displeasure but those major Thirds will be perfect.

As I have said, in Equal Temperament scales the only perfect inter-
val is the octave and in Quarter Comma Meantone there are two
perfect intervals, the octave and the major third. This might appear
to be a more ideal situation seeing as we cannot have an instrument
where all the intervals are perfect and expect it to play in more than
one Key but, there are limitations! On a 12 tone keyboard (such as
the Piano) it should be possible to play tunefully in three key signa-
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tures flat and three sharp of a centre point of a Meantone Tempera-
ment... so  Eb, Bb, F, C, G, D and A, but it is unfortunately not the
case. As soon as a G# is needed instead of an Ab the limitation of
available good Keys has been surpassed, or vice versa.  This, of
course, is where a Meantone temperament can be considered for the
English Concertina because we have a 14 tone keyboard that will
allow us well tuned keys from Eb through to E for most musics.
When playing heavily chromatic pieces in the outer keys some
strange intervals will be encountered but this is one of the prices
one pays for a sweeter tuning system.

There are many other variants of this Meantone idea and indeed
many other schemes for tuning instruments and much 'in-depth'
reading material is referenced below.

Whilst I was very keen to try an alternative temperament on my
Aeola I realised that some of the notes would need to be moved far
enough away from ET that some clashes could occur when playing
with other musicians. For someone who uses their concertina in a
solo manner this sweeter Temperament could be fine. I had tuned
several Englishes to Meantone for singers who used their instru-
ments for accompaniment and they appeared to be very happy with
the results.

Around that time I became aware of other variations on the Mean-
tone theme and began to use one of these on my own concertina. I
chose a temperament which is about half as radical as 1/4 Comma
in its pitch differences to Equal Temperament. What I use is called

Homogenous Meantone or 1/5th Comma MT. I have been content
that the major thirds no longer cause me discomfort and as yet no
other musician has suggested that my concertina has some off-tune
notes. This Homogenous Meantone is again a temperament with
only one perfect interval, the Octave but I have been using it now
for close to 30 years contentedly, for the most part.

Currently my Duets remain in Equal Temperament though if I had a
Hayden/Wicki keyboard with both Ab's and G#'s, Eb's and D#s  I
would be inclined to use a Meantone system.

One of the problems for anyone wishing to try these Meantone sys-
tems is to find note values which relate to a 14 tone keyboard like
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that of the English Concertina. This is also important for those key-
boards that do not have the reiterated Ab/G# and Eb/D# buttons
because a decision does need to be made as to which of these alter-
natives should be used.

Here are tables showing the note values for the two more popular
forms of Meantone that I have found useful, given as 14 notes to
the octave and expressed in Cents above or below the Equal Tem-
perament positions:

                             1/4 Comma Meantone.

   C       C#       D       D#       Eb       E       F        F#       G       G#
+11    -13      +4      -20      +21      -3     +14     -10      +7     -17

  Ab       A       Bb       B
+24       0      +18      -6

                 1/5th Comma    (or Homogenous)  Meantone.

  C        C#       D       D#       Eb       E       F        F#       G       G#
+6       -8        +2      -12      +12     -2      +8      -6       +4     -10

   Ab       A       Bb       B
+14       0      +10      -4

Notice that the flat key notes are sharper and the sharp key notes
are flatter in comparison to C.

It would appear to be sensible to make the A note zero, although
the tuning system has C as its central point, because A is the pitch
standard note, but any transposition could be used. For example; if
these figures were to be used to tune an Ab/Eb Anglo then it would
be sensible to consider which keys that instrument will be played in
and which of those is the Middle Key and give that the C position.
The reason for this is to centralise the well tuned keys.

I do not suggest that these alternative temperaments are suitable
for everybody but for me they have allowed a comfortable explora-
tion of close harmony on the English.
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Those harsh Major Thirds in Equal Temperament can be masked by
chord inversion or just by adding an octave to the chord, of either
the melody or harmony note.

Acknowledgements:  for help and discussions with Adrian Brown,
Steve Dickenson, Stephen Chambers, Craig Fischer and Paul Groff
have been of great value. Thank you.

Further reading:
Books:
Tuning and Temperament (a historical survey) by J.Murray Barbour.
Dover Publications.
ISBN-13:978-0-486-4340663         ISBN-10: 0-486643406-0

Temperament.  by  Stuart Isacoff.   Faber and Faber.
ISBN 978-0-571-23446-2

How Equal Temperament Ruined Harmony (and why you should
care) by Ross W. Duffin.
W.W Norton & Co.   ISBN  978-0-393-33420-3

Websites:
www.dolmetsch.com   This site has a huge amount of information,
an almost encyclopaedic collection of temperaments. <>

Concertinas in Metropolitan museum

Chris Drinkwater put a nice message on facebook with some great
pictures of concertinas in the Metropolitan Museum.

Go and have a look at:
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-
online/search/503682
and
http://www.metmuseum.org/collection/the-collection-
online/search?ft=*&amp;what=Concertinas

<>
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Details of upcoming Events:

Melodeons and More Saturday 21 March 2015 (concertinas as
well)
Tutors for Melodeons and More 2015 are: John Kirkpatrick, Keith
Kendrick and Sylvia Needham, Mel Biggs, Gavin Atkin, Paul
Scourfield, Steve Dumpleton, Terry Mann.
The Squeezebox Special concert will feature John Kirkpatrick, Keith
Kendrick and Sylvia Needham, Mel Biggs and Gavin & Julie Atkin.

http://www.eatmt.org.uk/index.htm

Contact us at: info@eatmt.fsnet.co.uk or ring 01449 771090.

EATMT, The Old Stables, Museum of East Anglian Life, Stowmarket,
Suffolk IP14 1DL.

20 - 22 March
WCCP residential weekend at Kilve Court

Guest tutors: John Morgan, Andy Turner and Paul Walker
Band workshop by Claire Wren and Maintenance by Dave Elliott

www.wccp.co.uk, sallygeorge59@btinternet.com or

tel: 0208 777 2615

6 - 10 April, Dingle, South Ireland

For Anglo Concertina Players; Cormac Begley and Jack Talty are
organising a weeklong concertina course in Cormac’s house west of
Dingle in April. He will provide classes, accommodation and food for
the week. Contact: cormacbegley@gmail.com

10 -12 April  Second National Concertina Convention
in Ennis, Co Clare

Our programme and other information can be viewed at
www.consairtin.ie and up-to-date news is available on our Facebook
page: Consairtin.

Contact and information: eolas@consairtin.ie  Áine Hensey:
aine@consairtin.ie  353 (0)86 2612127

Tim Collins:   tim@consairtin.ie 353 (0)87 2605689
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15 – 17 May 2015  Swaledale Squeeze
Grinton, North Yorkshire

Tutors for this year's squeeze are Rob Harbron (English), Edel Fox
(Anglo) and Jochen Riemer (MacCann Duet). They join our regular
team of tutors: Harry Scurfield (Anglo); Pauline de Snoo (English);
Paul Walker (Anglo & English); Dave Ball (part playing) and Carolyn
Wade (concertina band)
steven@swaledalesqueeze.org.uk
www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk

Sunday 7 June 2015 SqueezEast 2015

For the 11th Year SqueezEast will again be held at The Arts Centre
in Stamford, Lincolnshire on Sunday 7th June.
This event is both suitable as an introduction to playing in a
Concertina Band, and also for those who have enjoyed the informal
atmosphere of previous events here.
Playing is from prepared scores in parts, aimed at Intermediate
Level players, mainly played on English system instruments but with
some Anglo system players.
Once again the Musical Director will be Paul Barrett.

Registration is now open, by contacting David Nind by email
david@lomil.co.uk or by telephone at 01526 323012.
Further details are on the website www.lomil.co.uk

Please note a correction on the following events:

www.squeeze-in.org
Becket, Massachusetts, USA

Registrar: Lynn Hughes, 1000 Black Birch Lane, Quakertown, PA,
18951 USA

East Kent Concertina Players meet the second Sunday of
each month at Blean Village Hall near Canterbury  between
1pm and 5pm and welcome all levels of playing.
Please email for further information:
eastkentconcertinaplayers@gmail.com





Saturday 21 March 2015
Melodeons and more (concertinas included)

 Stowmarket, Suffolk IP14 1DL.

Info@eatmt.fsnet.co.uk

20 - 22 March
WCCP residential weekend at Kilve Court

www.wccp.co.uk

6 – 10 April
One week Concertina Course

 Dingle (South Ireland)
cormacbegley@gmail.com

10 – 12 April 2015

ENNIS, CO CLARE

www.consairtin.ie

15 – 17 May 2015
Swaledale Squeeze

 Grinton, North Yorkshire
www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk

7 June 2015
SqueezEast  in Stamford

www.lomil.co.uk

19 – 21 June 2015
BANDING TOGETHER  @ SEALE-HAYNE

esthervenn@esthervenn.plus.com

More information on these events inside this magazine

www.concertina.org




